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M
uch of the initial excitement
around graphene, a one-atom
thick layer of sp2-hybridized car-

bon atoms, is related to its unique elec-

tronic structure in which the electrons be-

have as Dirac fermions and ballistically

conduct, thereby presenting an intriguing

truly two-dimensional system.1�4 With the

introduction of robust chemical approaches

(vapor5,6 and solution7�9) for the large-

scale synthesis of high-quality graphene,

the real world application of this material

excites the broader scientific community.

For example, graphene has been suggested

as an excellent candidate for nanoelec-

tronic devices, solid-state gas sensors, ultra-

sensitive biodevices, and nanomechanical

actuators, prominent among them being as

a nanofiller in composite materials.10�13

However, in order to use graphene as an ef-

ficient reinforcing component, it is para-

mount to incorporate nonaggregated and

noncrumpled graphene sheets with maxi-

mum interfacial interactions for efficient

load transfer within the polymer matrix.

Currently, multifunctional nanocompos-

ites with improved mechanical perfor-

mance are primarily fabricated by adding

carbon nanotubes (CNTs),14,15 inorganic

nanoparticles,16,17 and metal

nanowires.18�20 However, further develop-

ment is hindered due to poor dispersion of

these reinforcing nanostructures in the

polymer matrix. Graphene on the other

hand can be easily dissolved in a variety of

solvents after its conversion to graphene

oxide, which further helps in improving

interfacial interactions with the polymer

matrix.13,21 Graphene oxide nanocompos-

ites with thicknesses on the order of a few

micrometers have been demonstrated to

exhibit high mechanical strength combined

with interesting physical properties, includ-
ing good electrical and thermal conductiv-
ity and controlled electron transport.22�26

Though these nanocomposites show a sig-
nificant improvement in their mechanical
properties, they still fall short of the ex-
pected theoretical numbers. Overcoming
this critical limitation primarily relies on ob-
taining laminated and uncrumpled sheets
of graphene finely dispersed into the poly-
mer matrix. Even though graphene shows
excellent intrinsic properties, the best
among the known reinforcing agents, its
full potential is yet to be witnessed.

Recently, highly ordered ultrathin mem-
branes (50�100 nm) containing nanostruc-
tures showing high elasticity and robust-
ness have been fabricated using layer-by-
layer (LbL) assembly, cast at air�water
interfaces, and spin-coated on a sacrificial
layer. These membranes are known for
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ABSTRACT Owing to its remarkable electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties, graphene, an atomic

layer of carbon, is considered to be an excellent two-dimensional filler for polymer nanocomposites with

outstanding mechanical strength along with the potential for excellent electrical and thermal properties. One of

the critical limitations with conventional fillers is that the loading fraction required for achieving significant

improvement in mechanical properties is relatively high, frequently reaching 50% for maximum strength. Here,

we demonstrate that the mechanical properties of ultrathin laminated nanocomposites can be significantly

enhanced by the incorporation of small amounts of a dense monolayer of planar graphene oxide (GO) flakes.

Negatively charged functionalized graphene oxide layers were incorporated into polyelectrolyte multilayers

(PEMs) fabricated in a layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly via Langmuir�Blodgett (LB) deposition. These LbL-LB

graphene oxide nanocomposite films were released as robust freely standing membranes with large lateral

dimensions (centimeters) and a thickness of around 50 nm. Micromechanical measurements showed enhancement

of the elastic modulus by an order of magnitude, from 1.5 GPa for pure LbL membranes to about 20 GPa for only

8.0 vol % graphene oxide encapsulated LbL membranes. These tough nanocomposite PEMs can be freely

suspended over large (few millimeters) apertures and sustain large mechanical deformations.

KEYWORDS: graphene · layer-by-layer assembly · free-standing · polymer
nanocomposites · mechanical properties
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controlled conformal orientation and stratification

of the filler in the composite structure.27�31 Excellent

fracture toughness (�152 MJ/m3) has been reported

for CNT LbL nanocomposites.32 A similar dramatic in-

crease in the elastic modulus (�105 GPa) has been

demonstrated for LbL nanocomposites with incorpo-

rated clay nanoplatelets with their content reaching

50 vol %.33

Here, we demonstrate the bottom-up fabrication of

highly ordered, free-standing, layered nanocomposites

with embedded graphene oxide sheets having excel-

lent toughness and an improved elastic modulus,

reaching 1.9 MJ/m3 and 20 GPa, respectively, for a low

content of graphene oxide (about 8%). Graphene oxide

sheets were uniformly incorporated inside the LbL poly-

electrolyte matrix, which provided a well-ordered strati-

fication. In order to minimize the folding and wrinkling

of the graphene oxide sheets, their deposition was per-

formed using Langmuir�Blodgett (LB) technique in-

stead of regular adsorption and spin-casting (Figure 1).

Folding and wrinkling of graphene oxide sheets due to

its flexible nature can be substantially minimized when

deposited using LB technique.34 These free-standing

nanoscale (�50 nm thick) multilayered nanomem-

branes with a monolayer of planar graphene oxide

flakes with large lateral dimensions (few centimeters

across) possess outstanding mechanical robustness fa-

cilitating their easy handling and facile transfer to any

appropriate substrate for further integration with

microelectromechanical devices.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Graphene oxide sheets prepared by the oxidative

exfoliation of graphite flakes gave a homogeneous

Figure 1. Schematic representation of fabrication and assembly of free-standing GO-LbL membrane.

Figure 2. Characterization of graphene oxide sheets. (a) AFM image showing graphene oxide sheets deposited on silicon (in-
set showing the sectional image); Z-scale is 5 nm. (b) Histogram showing the variation of thickness for 50 different flakes with
the average thickness of 0.96 � 0.2 nm.
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dispersion appropriate for single-layer deposition.7 The
concentration and size of the graphene oxide flakes
were controlled by successive cycles of sonication fol-
lowed by centrifugation. Sectional analysis of the AFM
image revealed planar flakes up to a few tens of micro-
meters across having modest polydispersity in thick-
ness, 0.96 � 0.15 nm. Thus, most of the exfoliated flakes
were single layers and bilayers35�37 (Figure 2). In order
to verify this, we built up a molecular model of
graphene oxide sheets with surface functional groups
by considering the ratio of C/O to be �2.2 as reported
by Hummers et al.8 Simple calculations using van der
Waals radii for epoxy and hydroxyl surface groups, bond
lengths, and bond angles gave the effective thickness
of a monolayer of graphene oxide to be 0.72 nm. Hy-
droxyl and epoxy groups in the basal plane primarily ac-
count for this increased thickness of GO compared to
graphene (0.34 nm), whereas carboxyl groups known to
be present at the edges contribute insignificantly. It is
worth noting that reports on the thicknesses of
graphene oxide sheets have suggested that the thick-
nesses of mono-, bi-, and trilayered graphene oxide
sheets scale as 1:1.5:2.0, which is consistent with our es-
timations.37

Poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) and poly(so-
dium 4-styrene sulfonate) (PSS) PEMs fabricated here
via spin-assisted LbL assembly showed uniform mor-
phology with microroughness (within 1 � 1 �m2)
below 0.5 nm, common for LbL films.38�40 The LB iso-
therm for graphene oxide solution showed a smooth
rise in the surface pressure with a decrease in the
surface area, suggesting an increase in the packing
density of the graphene oxide (Figure 3). By control-
ling the surface pressure, surface coverage of the
graphene oxide sheets was manipulated to give a
uniform deposition with a high density reaching
90%, showing only occasional wrinkles and over-
laps (Figure 3). High-resolution AFM imaging
showed that the graphene oxide sheets followed
the morphology of the polyelectrolyte layers (Fig-
ure 4a,b). The microroughness of graphene oxide
sheets of 0.38 nm is indicative of atomic smooth-
ness. High contrast in the phase image obtained at
higher resolution showed large difference in surface
properties of PEMs and graphene oxide sheets
caused by their very different surface functionalities
and stiffness (Figure 4c,d). These GO-LbL films with a
total thickness within 50�70 nm depending upon
composition and with 2 mm � 2 mm lateral dimen-
sions were robust enough after being released to
maintain their integrity during gentle handling, dry-
ing, and transfer onto different substrates. For in-
stance, uniform deposition of GO-LbL membranes
was obtained upon transfer onto a copper substrate
with 150 �m aperture for further bulging mechani-
cal tests and a PDMS compliant substrate for buck-
ling mechanical tests (Figure 5).

The elastic modulus of the membrane under com-

pressive stresses was calculated using the equation

given below.14,18,41

where � is the periodicity of the buckles, �s,�f and Es, Ef

are Poisson’s ratio and elastic modulus of the substrate

(1.8 MPa) and film, respectively. The free-standing film

transferred to elastomeric substrate showed a uniform

buckling pattern with periodic wrinkles (�) if the stress

applied exceeded the threshold level (Figure 5a,b). The

average value of � determined from the 2D Fourier

transform of optical images and AFM cross sections in-

creased from 2.5 to 5.0 �m with increasing concentra-

tion of the graphene component and the correspond-

ing Young’s modulus increased from 1.5 to about 4.0

GPa (Table 1).

In the case of bulging measurements, a gradual in-

crease in the applied pressure resulted in progressive

membrane deflections as monitored with interference

microscopy (Figure 5c,d). The bulging test measures the

deflection d (�m) of a membrane subjected to a vari-

able pressure P (Pa). The data obtained were analyzed

using a theoretical model for a circular elastic plate

clamped at stiff edges using equation given below:

Here, P0 is the initial pressure, E is the Young’s modu-

lus of the film, � is its Poisson’s ratio, h is the film thick-

ness, a is the diameter of the membrane, d is the mem-

Figure 3. Langmuir isotherm for graphene oxide monolayer.
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brane deflection, and �0 is the residual stress. The
tabulated coefficients C0, C1, and C2 are found to be pri-
marily dependent on the membrane geometry as dis-
cussed by Markutsya et al.42 A full pressure versus deflec-
tion curve obtained from the bulging data was
converted into a stress versus strain curve using the re-
lationships � 	 Pr2/4hd and 
 	 2d2/3r2, where r is the
radius of the opening (75 �m), d is the vertical deflec-
tion, and h is the film thickness.

The experimental data for the bulged membranes
with different concentrations of graphene oxide com-
ponent were fitted with the theoretical model for the
determination of their Young’s moduli in the elastic re-
gime with other parameters (ultimate strength and
toughness) calculated from stress�strain data derived
from the bulging test (Figure 6).42,43 For this analysis, the
linear portion of the stress�strain curve, which reflects
elastic deformation, can be fitted with the expression �

	 �0 � [E/(1 � �2)]
 to calculate the elastic modulus.
The Young’s modulus increased from 1.5 GPa for origi-

nal PEM to about 20 GPa with increasing graphene ox-
ide loading from 1.7 to 8.0 vol % as will be discussed in
detail below.

From the experimental data, it is worth noting a
significant difference (about five times) in the elas-
tic modulus obtained from buckling and bulging
measurements, which is highly unusual for bulk
composite materials (e.g., 3.9 GPa vs 18.2 GPa for
8% GO content). Considering that our membranes
were primarily incorporated with bilayer graphene
oxide sheets, we suggest that the compressive
stresses on the GO-LbL films initiate slippage and
crumpling of the individual graphene oxide sheets
at threshold compression. Indeed, the individual lay-
ers of the graphene oxide might slip past one an-
other under shearing due to weaker van der Waals
interactions of single layers within bilayers as com-
pared to stronger interfacial interactions of
graphene oxide sheets with PAH layers facilitated
by polar interactions and hydrogen bonding be-

Figure 4. AFM images showing the morphology of GO-LbL membranes with (a) (PAH/PSS)9 PAH�GO and (b) (PAH/PSS)9

PAH�GO�PAH (PSS/PAH)9 composition. High-resolution topography (c) and the corresponding phase image (d) of the mem-
brane with (PAH/PSS)9 PAH�GO composition; Z-scale for topographical images is 5 nm and for phase image is 5°.
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tween epoxy/hydroxyl and amine groups. Due to

the slippage and buckling, the stress applied is not

completely transferred to the filler, and thus the re-

inforcing contribution of stiff but easily pliable

graphene oxide sheets is significantly undermined,

resulting in the compressive elastic modulus to be

many-fold lower than the theoretical estimations

(see below). On the contrary, in bulging measure-

ments, the GO-LbL nanocomposites are subjected

to tensile stress, which is evenly transferred across

the thickness of the film. Thus, all of the graphene

sheets contribute to the reinforcement fully with

minimum slippage.

The stress�strain data derived from bulging

measurements were used to estimate the ultimate

strength, ultimate strain, and toughness in accor-

Figure 5. (a) Optical image of buckling pattern for LbL-LB film showing periodic wrinkles with spacing of 2.2 �m. (b) AFM
image of the buckling pattern (inset showing the sectional image); Z-scale is 1 �m. (c) Optical image of the membrane sus-
pended over a 150 �m copper aperture. (d) Interference pattern on the GO-LbL nanomembrane during bulging measure-
ments.

TABLE 1. Detailed Mechanical Properties of GO-Based Nanomembranes As Measured by Buckling and Bulging
Techniques

theoretical Young’s modulus (GPa)

volume fraction,
� (%)

effective membrane
thickness (nm)

bulging Young’s
modulus (GPa)

buckling Young’s
modulus (GPa)

random
orientation

parallel
orientation

0 53 � 2 1.9 � 0.6 1.1 � 0.5
1.7 52 � 2 4.5 � 1.4 1.2 � 0.5 3.1 5.6
3.3 48 � 2 8.2 � 0.7 2.2 � 0.3 4.7 9.7
4.9 54 � 2 10.4 � 1.5 2.6 � 0.4 6.2 13.6
6.4 62 � 2 15.4 � 1.5 2.8 � 0.5 7.6 17.4
8.0 74 � 2 18.2 � 2.6 3.9 � 0.5 9.0 21.0
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dance with usual procedures.29 This analysis showed
that the ultimate strain increased significantly from
1.4% to 2.2% after incorporating graphene oxide
sheets, indicating surprisingly higher flexibility of
graphene oxide-containing nanocomposite mem-
branes (Figure 6b). In contrast, polyelectrolyte mem-
branes with 50 wt % CNTs have been shown to with-
stand an ultimate strain of 1%.15 Moreover, PVA
incorporated graphene oxide composites showed a
30% reduction in elasticity, whereas PVA/clay poly-
electrolyte membrane showed an elasticity of
0.3%.33,44 On the other hand, the ultimate mechani-
cal strength of reinforced GO-LbL nanomembranes
increased even more dramatically, by a factor 2.5,
and reached 135 MPa (about 150 MPa for some
specimens) for very low graphene oxide content
(Figure 6c). Remarkably, the maximum mechanical
strength value obtained at a minor loading of 3.3 vol
% graphene oxide sheets is higher than that of
“nacre” with extremely high content of inorganic
laminates, one of the toughest known natural com-
posites (�110 MPa).28 Moreover, it is twice that of
high-performance industrial plastics (20�70 MPa)
and reaches 2/3 of that recorded for CNT-LbL mem-
branes with 50 wt % loading of carbon nanotubes
(220 MPa).15

An even more significant observation is that the

toughness of the graphene oxide-containing nano-

membranes (total energy required to fracture the

specimen) increased dramatically, by almost 5-fold,

up to about 1.9 MJ/m3 (Figure 6d). The maximum

toughness was again reached at very small 3.3 vol

% content of the graphene oxide component due to

the combination of higher mechanical strength and

the ultimate strain. The outstanding value recorded

here is about three times higher than those reported

for other reinforced LbL films containing metal

nanowires and nanoparticles16,18 and for silk�clay

LbL nanocomposites.30

To further verify the micromechanical param-

eters of the graphene oxide nanomembranes, theo-

retical predictions based upon the Halpin�Tsai

model were directly compared with experimental

data for nanocomposites with a variable content of

graphene oxide sheets.45 This model is widely appli-

cable to a variety of reinforcement geometries

specifically to individual platelets with random or

parallel spatial arrangement of reinforcing

nanostructures.

Theoretical values of Young’s modulus under ran-

dom and parallel orientation for different concentra-

Figure 6. (a) Representative stress vs strain plot showing the ultimate strain, ultimate stress, and toughness values.
Variation of (b) ultimate strain, (c) ultimate stress, and (d) toughness with the volume fraction of graphene oxide com-
ponent.
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tion of graphene oxide were calculated using

Halpin�Tsai model with the following equations.45

where, �L and �T are the Halpin�Tsai parameters re-

flecting the ratio of graphene oxide and matrix

moduli in longitudinal and transversal directions, re-

spectively. Young’s modulus under random (Erandom)

and parallel (Eparallel) orientation was calculated by

taking into account the graphene oxide aspect ratio

(l/d), graphene oxide volume fraction (Vg), matrix

modulus (Em 	 1.5 � 0.5 GPa for PAH/PSS film) and

the modulus of graphene oxide (Eg 	 250 GPa).46

The values thus obtained from the calculations for

ideal parallel orientation of platelets and complete

stress transfer scenario were remarkably close to those

obtained experimentally from the bulging measure-

ments (Figure 7). This correlation confirms that the de-

sign experimentally elaborated here reaches the theo-

retical limit of reinforcing effect with highly parallel

graphene oxide sheets confined and uniformly distrib-

uted within a layered nanocomposite matrix.

It is worth noting that our attempts to assemble

complete LbL nanocomposite films with graphene

oxide flakes assembled as a step in LbL routine were

not successful due to significant crumpling, folding, and

aggregation of graphene flakes in an uncontrollable

manner. The resulting fully LbL nanocomposites

showed much less ordered and non-uniform morphol-

ogy which compromised their ultimate properties with

elastic modulus being only modestly (factor of 2�3) im-

proved. On the other hand, multilayering of graphene

oxide flakes by adding second, third, etc. LB layers and

decreasing polyelectrolyte content did not show signifi-

cant improvement, and overall mechanical properties

were compromised by increasing brittleness.

Mechanical properties of reinforced nanocompos-

ites with graphene oxide and graphite flakes incorpo-

rated in different polymer matrices have already been

reported in the literature. However, unlike this study,

only modest to substantial reinforcing effect has been

observed for highly heterogeneous morphologies.47 For

instance, Shi et al. demonstrated a 128% increase in

the Young’s modulus and 70% increase in the tensile

strength of PVA�GO composites with 3 wt % graphene

oxide.44 Another study on PVA�GO composites re-

ported a percolation threshold of 1.8 vol % for

graphene oxide, beyond which the mechanical perfor-

mance of the composite was reduced.48 Graphene-

containing films with a thickness between 5 and 10

�m showed an average modulus of 13 GPa with a ten-

sile strength of 72 MPa.49 Higher mechanical properties

have usually been found for composites with extremely

high content of graphene oxide sheets (e.g., carbon pa-

per) at the expense of the overall flexibility and

uniformity.24,26,50 Altogether, modest reinforcing effect

is usually related to easy crumpling and wrinkling of this

reinforcing component that compromises its reinforc-

ing role.51

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we demonstrated that functional-

ized graphene oxide layers incorporated into multi-

layered nanocomposites can be released as robust,

freely standing membranes with large lateral dimen-

sions (centimeters) and a thickness of around 50

nm. Micromechanical measurements showed dra-

matic enhancement of the elastic modulus to about

20 GPa for unusually low graphene oxide content.

These tough nanocomposite PEMs can be freely sus-

pended over large (few millimeters) apertures and

sustain large mechanical deformations. It is worth

noting that, although overall reinforcement effect

and corresponding mechanical parameters achieved

Figure 7. Plot showing the variation of elastic modulus calculated
theoretically (under parallel and random orientation) and that calcu-
lated experimentally (using buckling and bulging measurements) with
the volume fraction of graphene oxide.
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here are much higher than those reported in the lit-
erature for composites with graphene oxides, they
are still below record values for nanocomposites
achieved with clay and carbon nanotubes.15,32,33

However, contrary to these reinforcing nanostruc-
tures, which are difficult to disperse, graphene ox-
ide can be dispersed in a wide range of solvents,
which makes them compatible with a variety of ma-
terials. In addition, very high mechanical parameters
can be achieved for very low loading rate (below
8%) in contrast to traditional bulk graphene-based
composites with 50% and higher graphene content.

The most impressive aspect of free-standing
graphene oxide reinforced nanomembranes reported
here is their outstanding toughness. Considering that
most applications demand better toughness along with
a moderate increase in strength and elasticity, we sug-
gest that these nanocomposite membranes would defi-

nitely serve this need. Electronic and thermal proper-
ties of graphene oxide sheets can be improved by
chemical reduction or thermal annealing, but their sub-
sequent compatibility with the polymer matrix is an is-
sue yet to be addressed. Moreover, these nanocompos-
ite membranes can find wider application due to their
prospective electrical, thermal, and optical properties
along with already outstanding mechanical properties
unachievable in traditional clay-based nanocomposites.
Electrically conductive, flexible, and robust membranes
can provide an alternative to stiff silicon in capacitive
pressure sensors used in MEMS devices. Also, these
membranes can serve as a heat sink in electronic mate-
rials. We suggest that further studies on electrical and
thermal conductivity, permeability, and utilization of
other more compliant and high-performance matrices
should be further performed to broaden the use of
these promising nanomaterials.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals and Materials: Graphene oxide was synthesized from

natural graphite flakes (325 mesh, 99.8% metal basis) purchased
from Alfa Aesar was perpared as per the Hummer’s method.
Stable dispersion of graphene oxide in a solution mixture of
methanol/water (5:1) was subjected to ultrasonication for 15
min followed by centrifugation at 3000 rpm. The supernatant
was decanted and used for LB experiments. Poly(4-vinylphenol)
(PHS, Mw 	 25 000), poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH, Mw 	
56 000), and poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) (PSS, Mw 	 70 000)
were purchased from Aldrich and used as received. PAH was cho-
sen due to the fact that the amine groups in the polymer will
bind to the carboxyl and hydroxyl groups present in the
graphene oxide. For LbL deposition, PAH (0.2 wt %) and PSS
(0.2 wt %) solutions were prepared with Nanopure water (18
MU cm). The (100) silicon wafers of 10 � 20 mm were cleaned
in piranha solution (3:1 mixture of H2SO4/H2O2) for 1 h and then
rinsed thoroughly with Nanopure water.

Instrumentation: AFM images were collected using a
Dimension-3000 instrument using silicon tips with tip radii be-
tween 15 and 20 nm and spring constant between 30 and 40
N/m.52,53 The samples were scanned at 0.5�1.0 Hz for surface
areas of 25 �m � 25 and 2.5 �m � 2.5 �m. The domain height
and surface area coverage were determined from cross-sectional
and bearing analysis, respectively. Langmuir isotherms at the
air�water interface and LB deposition onto a silicon/LbL sub-
strate were conducted at using a KSV 2000 LB minitrough ac-
cording to the usual procedure.54 Two milliliters of graphene ox-
ide solution (0.1 g/L) in methanol/water mixture was uniformly
distributed onto the water surface. The monolayer was depos-
ited onto a clean silicon/LbL substrate at a surface pressure of 0.5
mN/m to obtain a uniform coverage.

Fabrication of LbL Films: The free-standing LbL membranes were
prepared by a spin-assisted layer-by-layer (SA-LbL) assembly pro-
cess, according to a procedure previously described in the
literature.14,18,42,55 Briefly, a 2.0 wt % solution of PHS in dioxane
was spin-coated onto a clean silicon wafer. Alternating positive
and negative PAH and PSS layers were spin-coated to form “m”
bottom PAH/PSS bilayers terminated with PAH, followed by
deposition of graphene oxide flakes using LB technique. Be-
tween casting steps, the coated surface was rinsed once again
with Nanopure water. Another “n” PAH/PSS bilayers were as-
sembled on the top. The concentration of the graphene oxide in-
side the polyelectrolyte matrix was manipulated by depositing
graphene oxide sheets at regular intervals inside the matrix.
Films with graphene oxide sandwiched between (PAH/PSS)mPAH
are designated as (PAH/PSS)mPAH GO (PAH/PSS)n PAH (�), where

� refers to the volume fraction of graphene oxide within the ma-
trix. The volume fraction is calculated as the volume occupied
by 2D graphene oxide sheets divided by the total volume of the
membrane. The above procedure was performed in a class 100
clean air hood.

Finally, the LbL films were cut into approximately 2 mm � 2
mm squares using a stainless steel microneedle. They were then
released by submersion in acetone, which preferentially dis-
solves the PHS layer. For easy deposition on a 3 mm diameter
copper substrate with a 150 �m opening or a TEM grid, the float-
ing membranes were transferred into another Petri dish contain-
ing Nanopure water. For thickness determination, some mem-
branes were deposited on a silicon substrate and a micrometer
wide scratch was made. The membrane thickness was measured
by AFM cross-sectional analysis across the edge of the film or
across the scratch mark.

Bulging Test: Bulging tests were performed according to proce-
dures described in detail in the literature.29,56 The bulging test
data were analyzed using a model for the elastic deformation of
circular membranes, according to the procedure described pre-
viously. The bulging tests were performed using a custom-made
interferometer equipped with a charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera (Logitech) and a He�Ne laser (� 	 632.8 nm). Pressures
up to 6000 Pa were exerted using a 60 mL syringe regulated by
an automatic pump (Kent Scientific Inc.) and monitored with an
automatic pressure gauge, DPM 0.1 (SI Pressure Instruments).

The LbL membranes freely suspended over a copper sub-
strate with a 150 �m aperture were first inspected under an op-
tical microscope, and a minimal pressure was exerted to check
for symmetrical Newton’s ring patterns that indicate membrane
homogeneity. While monitoring pressure, the slightly pressur-
ized membrane was allowed to stand idle for a few minutes to
ensure the absence of any leaks. The mounted membrane was
then tilted at a minimum angle, �, to form a vertical interference
pattern. For bulging measurements conducted between 0 and
6000 Pa, the maximum membrane deflection did not exceed 8
�m. Under these conditions, the maximum error due to tilting
was about 6 nm, which is within the resolution of the interfer-
ence pattern (1/4� or 160 nm). During measurements, a trans-
parent crosshair window was laid over the digital image of the
membrane such that the central vertical interference pattern co-
incided with the vertical line of the crosshair. As the pressure in-
creased, the interference pattern moved laterally across the
crosshair. Concomitantly, the deflection of the copper substrate
was also monitored using a mouse cursor as the target marker. A
minimum of three randomly selected specimens were meas-
ured for each membrane with different densities of graphene
oxide.
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Buckling Test: Buckling tests were conducted to indepen-
dently evaluate the elastic modulus of LbL membranes.41,57 For
an isotropic thin membrane, a uniform buckling pattern with a
characteristic wavelength, �, was observed when subjected to a
critical compressive stress.58 The spacing of this pattern, which is
directly related to the elastic modulus, was calculated using
AFM and verified from optical images (Figure 5). To initiate the
buckling pattern, a 2 mm � 2 mm membrane piece was placed
over a 0.6 cm � 0.6 cm � 0.4 cm PDMS substrate, which was
slowly compressed with micrometer-sized increments. The total
compressive distance was generally less than 15 �m. The com-
pression was monitored in differential interference contrast (DIC)
mode adjusted for maximum contrast. Optical images were cap-
tured with a Leica MZ16 microscope.
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